1. Main building:
   - Rector’s Office
   - Administration
   - Museum of Earth Sciences
   - Assembly Hall
   - Dining hall (Ground Floor)
   - Cafe (First Floor)
   - Book shop “Argument”
   - ATM
2. Faculty of Physics
3. Faculty of Chemistry
— Book shop
4. **Computing Center**
5. **Humanitarian Building 1**
   — Cafe
   — Book shop “Argument”
6. **Humanitarian Building 2, Faculty of Computer Science**
   — Book shop “Argument”
   — ATM
   — Grocery
   — Library
7. **Faculty of Sociology**
   — ATM
8. **Faculty of Biology, Faculty of Soil Science**
   — Dining hall
9. **Faculty of Fundamental Medicine**
10. **Botanic Garden**
11. **Stadiums**
12. **Football Stadium**
13. **Baseball Stadium**
14. **Track and Field Athletics Gymnasium**
15. **Gymnasium**
16. **Dining hall**
17. **Dining hall (closed in Summer)**
18. **M.V. Lomonosov Monument**
19. **Laboratory Building «B»: Faculty of Bioengineering and Bioinformatics**
   — Dining hall
20. **Laboratory of Nonlinear Optics, International Laser Center, Cafe**
21. **Research Institute of Mechanics, Dining hall (first floor)**
22. **Department of Low Temperature Physics and Superconductivity**
23. **Faculty of Global Studies**
   — Two Dining halls
   — Cafe
24. **Faculty of Law**
   — Cafe
   — ATM
   — Book shop “Argument”
25. **Polyclinic**
26. **Laboratory of High Energy Physics, Laboratory of Magnetism**
   — Cafe
27. **Faculty of Economics**
   — Dining hall
   — ATM
   — Book shop “Argument”
28. **Laboratory Building «A»: A.N.Belozersky Institute of Physico-Chemical Biology**
   — Dining hall and Cafe (ground floor)